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by Stephen J. Coukos
Have you been wondering lately
why the lines at dinner have not
been quite as long as last semester,
or why there are only two meal
plans in existence? These were two
of the questions asked of Mr. Jeff
Wilson, Director of Food Services
at Trinity. The answer concerning
shorter lines is abviously there are
fewer people on the meal plan.
Wilson explained that in the first
semester there were approximately
1050 students on the meal plan, but
in the second semester there are
only about 900 students who have
chbsen to pay for the food service.
Wilson said that this reduction in
numbers was "about the same" as
last year's reduction from the first
to the second semester, and
attributed it to. "normal attrition".
Examples of normal. attrition are
students who turn in their meal
tickets upon joining a fraternity or
moving off campus and preparing
their own meals.
. Wilson has extensively studied
the possible alternatives to the
standard fifteen and nineteen meal
plans. One proposal which was
nearly instituted consisted of ten
meals on any five days. The plan
was rejected, because it was
^U«i*M»«ftr«4-i*M»l
for i t
jected price for the ten meal plan
was lower than the price of either
present plan, it required nearly
100% attendance at meals by the
students. If even one or two of the
ten meals were missed then the
plan would be no less expensive
than if the student paid for his or
her meals at the door. Wilson
stressed that the present plans are
geared to a cost which requires
about 83% attendance, but as
plans become more numerous or
complex1'"we have to follow the
dollars more closely,'' and virtually
every meal must be eaten, in order
to be economically feasible for
students. Wilson believed there is
a strong possibility that some type
of third meal plan will be offered
next year.
Wilson revealed that the most
common complaint recorded on a
recent questionnaire given to
patrons of Mather concerned the
overcrowding in the service line-
area. He thinks that the facilities
can handle the present number of
900 students on the meal plan, but
when the total rises above 950, or
the 1050 of the previous semester,
the facilities are overwhelmed by
the masses.1 Unfortunately, the
building cannot be expanded. For
example, if the wall between the
service area and the Red Room was
knocked down an additional serv-
ing line could be set up, but this is
an impossibility due to the struc-
ture of the building. A new dining
hall could be advantageous, but
construction of one1 is not foreseen
in the near future.
Other questions recently raised
by students concern the closing of
the third serving line ori weekends,
the absence of a vegetarjan line,
and the possible increase in the
frequency of fresh fruit-at meals.
Wilson explained that the third
service line is used at dinner by an
average of only 150 students, and
therefore, ifc is impractical "to
maintain on Saturday and Sunday
evenings. Lack of patronage also.;
precipitated the abolition of the
vegetarian line. ^Finally, the
presence of fresh fruit, like all food
items, is determined in part by the
cost of the product. Fresh fruit is
very expensive during the winter
months, and it is most easily
obtained during the Fall and Spring
portions of the academic year.
- In closing, Wilson emphasized
that students' reactions and com-
ments can generate change. He
asserted that he reads every note
put onto the kitchen bulletin board,
and when a suggested change is
reasonable it is often attempted.
The purpose of Upon Period Is to provide students with the huge photo by Michae l Preston





Program is a unique approach to
education. As described in its
brochure, I.D.P. is "a self-paced
course of study in the liberal arts
tradition offering an alternate
route to the Bachelor of Arts
degree from Trinity College."
- The I.D.P. is different from the
regular Trinity degree in several
ways. First a student determines his
oy her own pace of study and may
take up to ten years to complete
the requirements. Secondly, a
student can choose a study method
best suited to his,lifestyle, and can
apply for admission at any time of
the year. Age is not a factor in
admission. The T.D.P. has great
PIRG Conference Brings Students
From Ten States To Trinity
by Keith W.McAteer
For the average student, the1
.presence of over one hundred
non-students rushing around the
campus might be too much to
handle following a week of inten-
sive cramming before Open Period,
but their presence can easily be
explained. These people are mem-
bers of the little known but widely
active Public Interest Research
Group (P.I.R.G.), who came to
attend a regional meeting held here
at Trinity, from February 9-11.
Apart from the New England area,
representatives came from as far
away as Texas' and Oregon
participate in the seminar week-
end.
There are P.I.R.G.'s
operating all over the United
States but the one that, strikes
closest to home is the college
triumvirate of U. Conn., U.
Hartford and Trinity College,
which form ConnPIRG. Wesleyan
and Central are hoping to join in
the near future. At this point an
astute question to ask would be:
"Okay, so they are located all over
but with all this representation,
what exactly does P.I.R.G. do?"
From a nationwide perspective;
P.I.R.G. tries to combat those
organizations or actions which are
detrimental to the public interest.
For example, P.I.R.G. is mounting
a major offensive against the J.P.
Stevens Textile Manufacturing
Industry for its labor discrimination
-~ against women and minorities.
The southern textile industry
may seem a long way from the
Trinity community,but there are
problems arising that directly
affect the student body and this is
where Trinity P.I.R.G. gets in-
volved. Daniel Vincenzo, a member
of Trinity P.I.R.G. states that
"We try to facilitate research on
various projects by students."
According to Vincenzo, P.I.R.G. is
funded primarily by government
grants and does not rely on
community donations. Along with
the J.P. Stevens action, Trin-
P.I.R.G. is going to fight the
upcoming attempt in the Connec-
ticut Legislature to raise the
drinking age.
Vincenzo believes that if a
person is old enough to fall under
criminal jurisdiction at eighteen,
then it is unfair that the right to
drink alcohol be restricted. Trin-
P.l.R.G. is also looking into the
Educational Testing Service, (those
people who are responsible for the
S.A.T., M.C.A.T., L.S.A.T., etc.),
because they believe, as Vincenzo
* cont.onp. 3
appeal for the. older student who
may want to . return to ,un-'
dergraduatc study. Another feature
of the I.D.P, is that students may
pay the tuition over a six and in
some cases a ten year period.
According to Louise Fisher,
Director of I.D.P., the program was
developed in 1973 by a faculty
committee in response to pressures
of the late sixties for a more
flexible approach to education. She
says that undergraduates wanted to
complete their education either
faster or slower. The prp.gram is
now geared mostly to tffe older
student and has approximately 60
students.
The requirements of the
program are the same as those for a
regular undergraduate degree, The
main difference is that most of. the
work can be done through in-
dependent study. This allows
students. with jobs and small
children to pursue an un-
dergraduate degree.
An I.D.P. student can earn a.
degree in two ways. Either through
classroom, work, study units, or a
combination of the two. . •
A study unit is a detailed guide
to a particular area of knowledge
developed by a member of the
faculty. Each study unit lists the
specific " objectives and
prerequisites, gives detailed in-
structions on how the material is to,
be learned, and indicate methods
evaluation. The unit may be
completed in a flexible period of
time.
Usually a study unit consists of
a number of books to be read and #
set of assignments to be completed.
It may require preparation of short
papers, a term paper and/or-a
final1 examination, Consultation,
with the faculty member
responsible for the unit is also
required.' .
One representative study unit is
titled "The Civil War and
Reconstruction, 1861-77" prepared
by Dean J. Ronald Spencer. The
Unit requires two seven page
essays that constitute 40 percent of
the grade and a 20-25 page paper
on "Reconstruction: A critical
Evaluation of Conflicting In-
terpretations" that constitutes 60
percent of the grade. The student
must read all or part of 27 different
books and essays on the topic that
is studied. All this work is done on
an independent basis with periodic
meetings with the Professor.
I.D.P. students may also
register for regular undergraduate
classes.
Students must also complete an
IDP project. A student must
demonstrate in his project an
cont.onp. 3
S.G.A. Trinity Term Elections
Announcement
Trinity Term dorm elections for New South Campus,
Jackson, High 'Rise, and Allen East/Allen West
will be held on Wednesday, February 21 to those
dorms. The election of.the "At Large", Class of 1980
Representative will be held on Friday, February 23 from
11:00 a.m. until 7:30p.m. in the Mather Campus Center.
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Aid Director Taylor Reviews
Grant Process
Director of Financial Aid John
Taylor has announced the proce-
dure necessary to acquire financial
assistance for the 1979-1980 aca-
demic year. The process must be
carried out in a specific way, so
Taylor has urged all those inter-
ested to read the following care-
fully.
"Financial Aid applications for
the 79-80 school year are now
available in the Office of Financial
Aid, located in Downes Memorial,
ext. 365. Packets are being sent to
those renewal of aid' candidates
who are on-campus this term, to
the homes of those away this ternij
and to the po"st%boxes or homes of
non-renewal of aid students who
have "requested them.
The deadline for submission, of
the Trinity Undergraduate Aid
Form and the family's 1978 IRS
1Q40 is April 16, Also, by that
deadline, a Financial Aid Form
(FAF) should be filled out, using
1978 IRS 1040 information, and be
submitted to the College Scholar-
ship Service. Applicants are re-
minded that they have to have the
Trinity form notarized and that,
they should also use the FAF to
apply for the Basic Grant Program
as well as any State Scholarships
outside aid programs that request
it-
Students who are in the "aid-
denied" category or who are
applying for aid for the first time
are reminded that aid funds are
limited and there is a chance that
their need may not be met in 79-80.
In any event, they should be sure to
arrange for a student bank loan, as
the first $2000 of their determined
need will be expected to come from
this source!
Finally, renewal of aid candi-
dates who miss the April 16,
deadline, will be considered in the
same category sas aid-denied and
new applicants". A large part of
their need may have to come from a
student bank loan, if we have funds
left to help them at all. Please be
sure to contact the aid office before
April 16, if there will be a problem
meeting the above deadline. The
notification of award letter will be
mailed to each applicant's home
beginning in the month of June.
For assistance, please contact
either John Taylor or Irene




Harvard Professor Samuel Hnntington who will deliver the annual
Mead Lecture on Tfiarsday night.
Hunting-ton Visits As
Mead Lecturer
Samuel P. Huntington, Director
of the Center for International
Affairs, and Thomson Professor of
Government at Harvard
University, will deliver the annual
Mead Lecture in Political Science
at Trinity College on Thursday,
February 22. His topic will be
"Soviet-American Relations:
Dangers and Opportunities." The
lecture, which will be held at
8:00p.m. in McCook Auditorium,
is free and the public is invited to
attend.
During the 1977-1978 year,
Huntington served at the White
House as Coordinator of
Security Planning for the National
Security Council.
. A graduate of Yale University,
Huntington earned his M.A. from
the University of Chicago and his
Ph.D. from Harvard University. He
taught at Harvard from 1950-1958,
and was- associate director of the
Institute of War and Peace Studies
at Columbia University from 1959-
1962. He the returned to Harvard,
where he served as chairman of the
government department.
He is founder and former co-
editor of the monthly journal,
"Foreign Policy." Among the eight
books he has authored or co-
authored are: "No Easy Choice:
Political Participation in
Developing Countires" (1976), "The
Crisis' of Democracy" ' (1975),
"PpliticaJ Order in Changing
Societies" (1968), "Political Power:
USA/USSR" (1962), and "The
Common Defense: Strategic
Programs in National Politics"
(1961). '
He is a fellow of the American
cont. on p, 3
Seventeen Seniors met in the
Pub on Thursday evening, Febru-
ary 8, to make initial plans for the
Class of'79 Senior Gift.
Gift ideas ranged from the
general—"aesthetic improve-
ment",—to the specific: a pace
clock for swim practice and meets,
an objet d'art, a Class of '7*1,
Scholarship Fund, a' fountain for
the Library.
A poll of Senior responses to
these suggestions was sent to all
Seniors on Monday, February 19.
Completed polls are to be returned
to the Senior Class "Gift box at
Mather Front Desk by this Thurs-
day, Feb. 22. Seniors are asked, to
fill in ^all additional.-gift sugges-
tions.
AH interested Seniors are in-
vited to attend the next Class Gift
meeting, which will be announced.
Until then, feel free to talk with
those Sneiors who attended the
first meeting: Dan Adler, Liz
Billings, Roy Childers, Bob Childs,
Scott Claman, Kathy Crawford,
Francie Dobbin, Karen Ezekiel,
Jane Goode, Liz, Ho ward, Debbie
WHACKY WHALE
WIND-UP
Now is the time for you to enjoy a little piece of the
Whale at some truly whacky prices. Many of the fine
items, for which Allen Collins is so famous, that you
"wanted" but didn't "need" are now at "must have"
prices. Typically, this last great weekend of our sale
makes up in superb values where it may lack in depth of
inventory. The secret is to come out and enjoy yourself
and just bask in the warmth of good old Y. Prisbie Pin-
stripe's uncontrollable philanthropy. Our sale will end
at-approximately 5:59:03 PM on Saturday, so be careful
to schedule your spending accordingly!
<
Eight Ellsworth Rd, West Hartford
MEN'S CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
Serving the compleale gentleman for neitriy lonr-eigblbs o\ a generation
Kunhardt, Pat Latorre, Phil
Renzullo, Jeff Seibert,, Andy




N. Clark Professor of Government
at Smith College, will be the guest
speaker at a irieeting of the Smith
College ' Club of Hartford on
Tuesday, February 27 at 8:00 p.m.
at Hamlin Hall, Trinity College.
Ms. Kenyon is an authority on
European and American political
thought from ancient times through
the American Revolution. On Sep-
tember 25,1974, she spoke before
the United States House of Repre-
sentatives at the commemoration of
the 200th anniversary of the First
Continental Congress.
Her lecture is titled ' "The Use of
Metaphor in Political "Thought."
The public is cordially invited to
attend.
Comedian Slated
' Sponsored by the , Trinity
Women's Center, comedian-
lecturer Robin Tyler will be on
campus for an appearance sche-
duled for Monday, February 26 at
7:30p.m. in the Washington Room
of Mather Hall. General admission
is $2.00. Trinity students are
admitted without charge .>
Ph i Hi p&To Speak On
Nuclear Arms
by Llewellyn Snodgrass
John A.- Phillips will speak at
8p.m. on Tuesday, February 27 in
the Washington Room. Sponsored
by the Lecture Committee of the
Student Government Planning
Board (S.G.P.B.), Phillips will
speak on the United States'
vulnerability in the international
nuclear arms race, the need for
tougher safeguards on* nuclear
fuels, and his college experiencs.
Phillips, age 23 graduated from
Princeton last June with Aerospace
Science as a major. In October
1976, Phillips drew public attention
for his physics term paper. Written
from publicly available documents,
Phillips' paper described the
building of a suitcase size atomic
bomb. The bomb, which can be
built at a, cost of $2000.00 is
capable ôf destroying Manhattan.
His paper demonstrated the
relative ease with which people can
obtain documents that, if put to the
wrong use, could prove detrimental
to the public's safety. In an
interview in The New York Times
on February 10, 1977, Phillips
stated that, it is no use to try to
prevent the circulation of certain
information and that the only way
to stop the proliferation of nuclear
weapons now is to restrict the
distribution of plutonium and
.uranium.
After news of his report cir-
culated, Phillips was given
protection from the F;B.I. He has
been the center of a great deal of
media coverage including news and
talk shows in France, Canada, and
the United States. Phillips and his
college room* ate, David Michaels
co-authored a book about Phillips'
cont. on p. 3
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENTERPRISING
INDIVIDUALS TO WORK IN THE CORPORATE
FINANCE DEPARTMENT OF A LEADING WALL
STREET INVESTMENT BANKING FIRM4
The First Boston Corporation, a leading New York investment
banking firm, is seeking candidates lor. positions in the
Corporate Finance Department. This presents a unique
opportunity for a Trinity B.A. to work with experienced
professionals in learning the fundamentals of financial and
business analysis. Further information is available from the
Director of Career Counseling. Please submit resume and
transcript to M.E. Auchincloss, 20 Exchange Place, New
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by Cindy Leinwand
Michael Sapuppo, a Trinity
senior has been able to fulfill his
two credit Urban Studies In-
dependent/Internship requirement
in an innovative and productive
way. Since October, Sapuppo has
been working as an administrative
assistant for the town of Glaston-
bury. He got the internship
through Andrew Gold, head of the
Urban Studies department.
Sapuppo works with the
director of Glastonbury Youth
Services and has spent a great deal
of time working on Glastonbury
housing planning and problems. He
worked for several developers
during the summer, so he has had
some previous experience in the
field. His job requires researching,
running statistical studies, at-
tending town meetings, and
writing up reports.
Working with Tom Galada, Sapuppo. "I eventually hope to get
Director of Glastonbury Youth into construction management and
Services, Sapuppo has been deal- hopefully start my own'company,
ing with issues relating to low and This internship gives me the
moderate income housing projects chance to see things from the
which are slated for Glastonbury. town's side and to work with
"There is a lot of resistance from housing developers." Sapuppo's
the townspeople," noted Sapuppo, job is technically finished in
"but the developers are persistent March, but he will continue to
about going through with it. work as a salaried Glastonbury
"I take the facts, devise studies, employee after completion of the
and predict numbers" states internship.
Sapuppo. He went on to say that
there is room for additional
students in Glastonbury .schools.
The housing project would aid in
increasing overall enrollments.
While the new students would be
from low income families, it has
been shown that low income
"I think any Trinity student
could handle such an internship"
stated Sapuppo. He is strongly in
favor of learning opportunities
such as internships and studying
abroad programs, which Trinity
offers. In closing, Sapuppo stated
children have no negative effect on " A n tat"«Mp " a great way to
learn a lot. Any person m this
school who has. not taken ad-
vantage of these opportunities and
is able to is making a mistake."
the learning of middle income
children;
"I'm interested in housing
development", emphasized
Moffett Ad resses PIRG Conference
cont. from p. 1
reported, "there are socioeconomic
biases inherent in these tests".
Pressure for Legislative action will
begin next year because it is too
late this year, Vihcenzo stated.
Techniques for initiating action
range from boycotts, (as with the
Stevens Industry), to lobbying
members of the Legislature and
even outright pickets, (used when
there was a movement to instigate
a charge for information calls which
would have effected transient
communities and college students).
When asked why Trin-P.I.R.G.
seems to be almost an underground
operation, Vincenzo responded that
"it is basically a '. problem of
communication". He went on to
say that students will .come to. work
on a'prpjectiftd'jqrice^ that project is
p^d r th,ey will, "fadeaway".
people who are regularly involved''
but Vincenzo hopes to generate a
larger, stable body of contributors.
Phillips
cont. from p. 2
experience titled "Mushroom: The
Story of the A-Bomb Kid." Phillips
will soon play the lead in an
autobiographical film for CBS
titled "Sitting on a Mushroom."
Huntington
cont. from p. 2
Academy of Arts and Sciences and
a member. of the Council, on
Foreign Relations and the In-
ternational Institute of Strategic
Studies. He has been a research
associate at the Brookings Institute
and has been a -visiting fellow at
Oxford University. Huntington has
been a consultant to the National
Security Council, the Policy
Planning Council of _ the State
Department, the office of the
Secretary of Defense, the ILS, Air
Force and Navy, and other
organizations.
"At the regional meeting", Vin-
cenzo reports, "we learned a lot of
new techniques" to get neve
members interested basically stem-
ming from more personal contact.
One of the feature attractions at
the weekend meeting was a speech
given by Congressman Toby
Moffett (D-Conn). Vincenzo
believes that Moffett was a good
choice'for speaker because "he
typifies the ideals of P.I.R.G. and
other action groups". The con-
gressman spoke for only a short
time then spent the remainder of
the time answering a myriad of
questions from the audience of over
one hundred P.I.R.G. members.
Moffett began the lecture part
of his program recapping the
recent upsets in House sub-
cpmmifte,es,., .He- now' chairs the
Environmental* Study ' in Natural
Resources Com^nittee and he is
pjjinnijjg, ipljiri^estigate whether
' decisions' concerning environmen-
tal issues are made "on scientific
or technical terms". Furthermore
he is going to mount a '"counter-
offensive" against rising prices of
The TRINITY TRIPOfi Vol: 77.
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goods necessary to life support
because "80 per cent of the people
spend 70 per cent of their income
on energy, housing, and food".
Moffett stated that "we have to
start giving them (consumers)
protection in those areas".
Referring to citizens action
groups in general, Moffett said that
"You have to somehow get into the
community and build links to the
community". He went on to say
that right now, "I don't have any
pressure from environmental of
consumer groups. There is no price
to be paid for voting against the
best wishes of the people. In that
respect, I could get away with
murder!"
• Once the director of the Conn-
ecticut Citizen Action Group,
Moffett stated that he is "involved
only peripherally" in l'.l.R.G. To
increase their, .effectiveness,
Moffett ' believes? - that 'P.HR.G.
must get into the heart of the
community, not just young people
who can be swept aside but "old
people and not just politicians but
public transportation, small busi-
ness, etc.".








Join Peace Corps or VISTA
Travel & experience the
world
Get a job. get married, tftc
Retire at 65
The choice is yours
A Peace Corps represen-
tative will be recruiting on
campus, February 20 and 21.
Anyone desirintj an inter-
view can sign up at the
Career Counseling Office.
':•'•
PHONS 947-O263 »W rf:
TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE: WINES & LIQUORS
JOHN W. DULKA, wor 219 NEW BRITAIN AVE.iJ
HARTFOBO,CONN.?ii
photo byjohn Leije'.rirM
Why Is this man smiling? Michael Sapappo la an administrative
assistant for the town of Glastonbury, as part of the Trinity
Internship Program.
I DP Students Evaluate
Program
cont. from p. 1
application of conceptual
knowledge to a particular problem.
The project can range from
research papers to portfolios of
artistic work to laboratory ex-
periments. A project is usually
considered tb.e equivalent of one
semester's "work, ' .
Admission to the program is
highly selective and places a




determination are also important
factors.
According to Mrs. Fisher,
Director of the program, the
faculty has become increasingly
more cooperative with the
program. "Adults lend new
dimensions to the faculty
members' courses," states1 Fisher.
Mrs. Fisher says that you can'
not describe a typical I.D.P.
student. Most are older, people,
cont. on p. 7
(comer Henry St. next to Corner Tap) %
Icelandic's
Big Bargain to Europe
Just Got Bigger.
Introducing Wide-Body DC-10 Service
to the Heart of Europe.*299 Roundtrip.
And our great
bargain prjee is still
the same as before.
Just $299 roundtrip
from New York to Lux-
embourg, $149.50 one
way. Price includes an
excellent dinner, free wine1
and cognac. No restrictions.
Tickets can be purchased
anywhere in tu<? U.S.A. and







change at Icelandic. We have a
brand new symbol and have added
. "Icelandair" lo our name.
For more information see your travel agent (>r wnte Di>pt.
#c-3?6lcelandic Airlines, P.O. Bo\ 105. West Hempsu-ad. NY
11552. Or call loll free. In Now York City. 757-8585: in New
York State, (800M42-5010: elsewhere. (H00)223-5OHO.
NAME
ADDRESS.
C I T Y _ - _ _-. STATE'.. ZIP.
ICELANDIC fiZICtLANOAlK
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Connecticut
Drinking Age Controversy Wracks New England
by Lynn Milling and Jeff Seibert
A wave of concern over the
legal drinking age is passing
through the New England area. On
Monday, February 12, the Massa-
chusetts House voted 94-64 in favor
of raising the legal drinking age
from 18-19. An amendment raising
the legal age for package store
purchases to 21 was also approved.
The Connecticut General
Assembly is considering similar
action. Presently, nine bills have
been proposed whichj would in-
crease the drinking age from 18 to
either 19, 20 or 21. Although
similar bills last year were met with
considerable opposition, most
legislative sources, amidst-the
growing support for this type "of
legislation, suggest that passage of
one of these bills is not a faint
hope.
Massachusetts and Connecticut-
are not alone in this controversial
endeavor. One Connecticut Repre-
sentative has written Governor
Grassb asking her to persuade New
York's Governor Carey to support
legislation which would raise New
York's drinking age to 19.
There has also been discussion
of a uniform regional law. New
Hampshire Senate Democratic
leader, Robert Preston, presented
the idea of a common drinking age
among the New England states, to
the Governor of New Hampshire'
who plans to raise the issue at the
New England Legislative Caucus.
Vermont Speaker of the House,
Timothy O'Conner, also plans to
propose the same idea before the
regional caucus. O'Conner was
quoted in the Hartford Courant as
stating "...if the other states raise
the minimum thenVermont is going
to inherit a lot of the motor vehicle
problems with people who come
here to drink from a neighboring
state."
The arguments in favor of
raising the drinking age deal
primarily with the intoxication of
young drivers. In 1978, the fatality
rate from traffic accidents rose for
the second straight year to an
estimated 50,145 persons.
Also figuring heavily in the
controversy is the constant rise in
alcohol abuse in the high schools
throughout the country. It is the
hope of many of the Connecticut
legislators that increasing the
drinking age will retard this rise in
consumption by disallowing legal
purchases by 18 year-old high
school seniors.
Much of the opposition to this
issue centers around speculation as
to what effect the age increase will
have on the demand for marijuana
and other illicit drugs, especially as
measures for decriminalization of
possession gain wider acceptance.
What would the impact of the
passage of such a law be at Trinity
College? Perhaps the Pub would
have to close down as a large
percentage of the students would
not be eligible to use the facility.
The package stores which , are
frequented by Trinity students
(Trinity Package, D & D Liquors)
would also be hurt economically.
As this is an issue which effects
all of us, why not voice your view -
by writing your legislator if you are
a Connecticut resident. Out of
staters can also make their voices










dinner, but usually, the evening
crowd is younger and more casual.
On some evenings, the Tavern
provides free live entertainment. A
folk guitarist or a1 solo singer may
serenade the patrons—there are
few rockers.
The bar is well-stocked with
The Arch Street Tavern has the mixed drinks. Although there are
fundamentals. Located behind the n 0 particular house specialties, the
Hartford Public Library on Main bartenders are quite willing to take.
Street, the building originally suggestions and prepare personal
housed the Hartford Brick Carriage favorites. Beer is served both on"
Factory. In keeping wjth this tap and in bottles. Schlitz,
tradition, co-owners Jerry Collins" Michelob, and Genessee Cream
and John Ferro have maintained Ale are on draft, while the old
the factory atmosphere. The out- imported stand-bys—Heineken,
side facade is simple brick. Simpli- Molson's, Bass, and Guiness—are
city is also reflected in the decor of available.
the interior—with cathedral ceiling- j 0 g 0 with the beverages, the
and1 rows of one-bulb chandeliers Tavern provides a variety of old
above the plain wood furniture. A_ favorites' for dining. There are
warm fireplace bur,ns at the back of three" different salads, several
the Tavern.
Generally, the Tavern hosts
City Hall staffers and junior
executives from Hartford's insur-
types of sandwiches, and a Tavenir
burger. Food is served .until
10:00 p.m.
The Arch Street Tavern is the
ance companies. They gather at appropriate place to take a date, or
Happy Hour and unwind over a gather with a few friends for a
drink. Some may even linger fof, casual dinner and drinks.
I DP Evaluated
cont. from p. 3
many work, and many have young
children.
Susan Morris, an IDP student
for 4 years, chose the IDP program
because she has young children.
She is doing independent study
work and expects to take about six
years to complete her degree.
Paul Diehm works and the IDP
•was the only means he had to get hs
degree and to continue working.
He is pursuing his degree mostly
through study, units,
GaiJ Adams chose the IDP
because she wanted to get out of
the normal educational mode of
just taking classes. She had a year
and a half of college prior to ap-
plying to IDP. Mrs. Adams will
graduate in Pay and plans on
continuing her education be
getting a Ph. D. in economics.
Mrs. Fisher says the main at-
traction of the program is the
flexibility it gives to the student. "It
lets the student take back the
responsibility for their education',"
she said.
"Old enough to .vote, old enough to drink," says one young demonstrator outside the
Massachusetts State House last week. . photo by Paul Mattaliano
Pro-Life" and "Free-Choice"
Debate at Public Hearing
by Wendy Sobey "- '
Red heart badges saying "I
Love Life" and yellow "Choice"
stickers colored the Hall of the
House at the State Capitol on
Friday, Feb. 16. The people
adorned- with this paraphanalia
came to demonstrate their support
or opposition to five highly con-
troversial bills that have been
introduced by the Public Health
Committee into the State
Legislature. The proposed bills
concern the issues of abortion and
birth control, and the Public
Hearing on these topics turned into
quite a heated debate.
In the usually vague
vocabulary of legislative enact-
ments, five bills address the issues
of informed consent prior to an
induced termination of pregnancy,
clinical research on pregnant
women and unborn and newborn
babies, the sale or distribution of
high risk contraceptives to minors
and the regulation of facilities
which offer abortion services.
•These bills, which pro-abortion
groups and individuals, are strongly
opposed to and which anti-abortion
people vigorously support, were
the subject of Friday's hearing.
There was a wide assortment of
people present.which produced a
well rounded Public "Hearing in
which 6n£ heard the facts as well, as
sensing the'emotional impact of the
issues.
Lucy Johnson, who is the
chairwoman of the Permanent
Commission on the Status of
Women (a state Commission), was
one of the first speakers. In a clear
and forceful manner, she expressed
the viewpoint of the Commission.
The act requiring informed consent
prior to an induced termination of
pregnancy would cause the transfer
of present procedures from
regulations to statute.
This could create a new
definition of "informed consent" to
be written. Such a definition might
be written so that consent could
not be given by a minor or so that
the law would .^e<|u^e the p>ti»nt
to hear a" 'discussion of "fetal
development. With the alarming
increase in teenage pregnancies,
Johnson said that it was necessary
that teenagers be given the right to
choose.
When speaking on the act
concerning the sale of corl-
traceptives, Johnson said "this bill,
I feel is a cop out". If it is passed,
minors will not be able to obtain
the most effective forms of con-
traceptives without parental
consent. The use of other methods
of contraception would probably
result in more pregnancies and
hence more demand for abortions,
Johnson's speech was followed
by an attack from Senator Smith
(who is strongly anti-abortion).
Smith asked if Johnson had read
the bill carefully because she felt
there was a provision to cir-
cumvent parent consent. Johnson
replied that since the chairman had
made her cut her speech short, she
did not have time to explain the
discrepancy in this provision.
There was much adulation after
this remark, followed by a scolding
from the chairman who said that a
Public Hearing was not the place
f o r a p p l a u s e . • ; . • • •
Many doctors spoke, voicing
opinions on the bills from a
technical • standpoint. Dr.
Greenstein, a Professor of
Pediatrics at the Unyersity of
Connecticut Health Center spoke
in opposition to bill 323, This bill
would eliminate some of the
systematic gathering of knowledge
leading to the development of new
medical, information, It would
prevent all research on the
"morning after pill" and on
developing new methods of
abortion or improving existing
ones.
Representative Connoly asked
Greenstein if the present Federal'
Government regulations were"
sufficient to safeguard women and
children. Greenstein replied that
the guidelines were strict enough in
this aspect and there was no need
to. hindjsr vscientific research.
" "-Bernard Friedlandcr, *
Professor of Psychology at
University of Hartford, also voiced
opposition to Bill 323. He said that
it would require an immediate halt
to virtually all research concerning
contraception in Connecticut, He
feels that it would put us back in
"the Dark Ages of Superstition".
Many doctors and
professionals, however, expressed
their strong support for Bill 323.
pt. Walter McPhee, a specialist
in Internal Medicine, cited
statistics on deaths following
abortion. Dr. Gerry Mahoney of
Yale University said that children
and unborn children are "of the
most vulnerable human beings and
they deserve the benefit of ap-
propriate research with careful
regulations."
One of the strongest testimonies
by a doctor in opposition to the
bills was given by Dr. Stuart Wolf,
a Pediatrician. He gave statistics
on child abuse and stated that most
' of these children were the result of
unwanted pregnancies.
After his speech, Senator Smith
tried to catch Wolf by asking if
there had been a survey done that
explicitly defined these abused
children as coming from unwanted
pregnancies. Dr! Wolf said_ that
there was hone, but, "very
eloquently he replied "we can only
base that sssumption on comm°n
sense", A great deal of applause
was heard after this remark aad
Smith was silent.
Many "Pro-Life" citizens spoke
out, using graphic terms con-
cerning the actual act of the
abortion procedure. Mrs. Helene
Grohman of a Right to Life society
in Connecticut said that there is an
"abomination in this land today •
' She said that pro-abortion people
have used the word "fetus" so as t°
"depersonalize" the unborn child
and that women are told that the
operation is merely "the removal o'
tissue". She said that a woman
cont. on p. 7
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LetterPolicy Fear and Loathing in the Job Search
The Tripod will print letters of fewer than 200 words
on a first come, first served basis. Longer pieces will be
published at the discretion of the editorial board. While
the Tripod warmly encourages longer contributions
from the community, all submissions are subject to
editing for length. In addition, pieces considered
libelous or in excessively bad taste will not be
published. All submissions must be signed by the
author, although names will be withheld upon request.
Women's Center
BacksTCB
We, The Women's Center Coordinating Committee, as a group
of concerned students, staff, faculty and administrators who have
experienced discrimination, would like to publicly declare our
support for the Trinity Coalition of.Blacks' fight against racism at
Trinity. We would like to emerge from the silence which has
followed the Tripod statement, "Whither Racism at Trinity," and
demonstrate our willingness to actively combat discrimination, be it
explicit or implicit. . .
But enough words; rehtoric only goes so far. The Women's
Center Coordinating Committee is in the process of taking the
following actions: First, and most importantly, we will speak out
against any racist slurs as a group and as individuals. Second, we
will more actively seek programming which features black women
•and men. Third, we encourage black women to join us at our weekly
meetings on Monday from 12:15 to 1:30p.m. Any additional
suggestions from the Trinity community would be welcome.
We acknowledge that, as a group of fifteen individuals, our
impact may be limited. Nonetheless, we feel it important to publicly
respond to the demand for an end to quiet indifference. We appeal
to the rest of the college community to join the Trinity Coalition of
Blacks in their struggle against Trinity's racist realities.
• Sincerely,
The Women's Center Coordinating Committee
by Eliot Klein
I always have trouble writing
titles. I had originally wanted to
call this piece "Swept Away by a
Strange Occurrence at Seabury45
During the Months of February and
March", or even '.'If You Think
Four Years Without Sex is Bad,
You Should Try Unemployment",
bur the editors around here are
pretty quick with their red pens. '
For those underclassmen who
haven't already guessed, the ogre
that causes all of this anxiety is
most commonly known as either
"Graduation" or "The Real
World".
Having spent the last three and
one half years in only slightly less
ignorant bliss than high school, the
members of the class of 79 are
suddenly faced with the horrible
realization that this summer will
not be spent at "the Cape" or
VThe shore", unless they are
members of the select group which
is comprised of graduate students
to be, and members of the leisure
class.
After having spent four years
learning about the ills of capitalism
and the evil deeds of the captains of
industry, a large number of us
'79ers are now trying to claw our
way to the rank of junior lieutenant.
It is most chastening to find my
classmates and myself liking the
prospfiot of getting our hands dirty"
working on the corporate capitalist
machinery.
The fact that the ten to Fifteen
thousand dollar starting salaries
which are being offered will buy a
whole lot of hand cleaner has .
certainly effected my decision. This
all goes to show that even New
England liberals are easily bought.
Even though Mom and Dad
were capitalists, and used their
earnings to pay us kiddies' tuition,
for some far-fetched reason, some
of us still feel that we are not really
junior capitalists. The shocking
realization that we really are is one
of the causes of the terrible malaise
which affects some seniors.
One of the first symptoms of
this disorder is a burning desire to
read The Wall Street Journal,
-followed by an equally strong-
desire to audit Dr. Curran's
Corporate Finance course (8:30,
T/Th.). The surest sign of a more
advanced case is when the victim
becomes a 'merger watcher'. For
those of you who are not afflicted,
this consists of constantly reading
either The Journal or the financial
pages of the New York Times with
a particular eye to news of
corporate takeovers.
But points on Wall Street are
becoming less of a problem for
local sufferers. The most carefully
watched. poin.t quotations are soon ,
to be the interview-point forecasts.
Though this market has been slow
to date, insiders expect a strong
bull market in the coming weeks.
Some predict prices could rise as
much as 300 points as several of
New York's leading banks are
expected to expand the job supply.
Secretary of Labor >F. Ray
Marshall has1 expressed' his great
pleasure at this prospect, since it
could keep a few more of this year's
graduates out of the clutches of his
rival, HEW Secretary Joseph .
Califano.
Though the 'leisure class' men-
tioned above is often difficult to
join, there is another leisure class
which some, of us (me, • among
others)could have a much ' easier
time joining. This latter group is
most commonly known as 'the
unemployed'.
Despite the fact that most of us
seem to be interested .in a
professional career, being a pro-
fessional, man or, woman is not
always all it is cracked up to be.
Dad: Say, what do you do?
'79er: I'm a professional.
Dad: A professional what?
'79er: I'm a professional man.
Dad: Do you get paid just to be
a man?' ,
'79er: Yes, I'm on welfare.
While the rest of their class-
mates ,ar,e distinguishing, them-
selves in graduate school or the
business world, this latter leisure
class will be clipping coupon^.
Dad: I see you're clipping
coupons.
'79er:Yes.
D*ad: I guess your Trinity
education really paid off.
'79er: Not exactly. These are
food stamps.
by David Brooks
"Sunday, Iran belonged to the
Revolution", or so said Monday's
Washington Post dispatch.
Bakhtiar's government had gone
the way of the Shah, and the forces
of Ayatollah Khomeini were in '
control of the most deadly military
apparatus in the Persian Gulf and
one of the world's largest pools of
oil. The situation seems both
puzzling and threatening. Less than
a year ago, "stability" was the key
word for Iran. Why the sudden and
historic surprise?
History has a way of working its
rhythms and patterns, and they are
the key to understanding con-
temporary events. Since Iran's
troubles .began; many "observers
have expressed concern over the
Soviet Union's possible role in the
crisis.
But if we are to understand
what"has happened in Iran, it might
be more instructive to look at
Russia as an example rather than
an adversary. ^The similarities
between the Iranian Revolution of
1979 and the Russian Revolution of
'917 are truly striking. They range
from the broad and structural -to
the personal and detailed. Here are
a few.
t The presence in a developing
society of the autocrat-modernizer.
Both the Czar and, the Shah
oversaw the rapid expansion of
their national economies, the Czar
aided by French loans and the Shah
with foreign oil revenue and'the aid
of U.S. multinational corporations.
Neither monarch ever made any
serious attempt to democratize his
l until it was too late.
t The element of surprise,
all observers knew that
Political change was due in
Iran/ Russia, it was still difficult to
accept the amazing rapidity of each
monarch's downfall. Neither
Who Came In From the Cold
revolution was a 'planned' event,
rather, spontaneous social forces
were released and later harnessed
by revolutionary leaders waiting in
the wings.
t The sociological 'suicide' of
the old regimes. To paraphrase
Marx, the Shah and the Czar
created their own gravediggers.
The new classes that grew out of
the modernization process were, in
each country, the government's
deadliest opponents.- In Russia, it
was the urban proletariat that
crippled the nation with strikes and
later constituted the main target of
Bolshevik agitation. In Iran, it was
the striking oil workers who fatally
crippled the Shah, the newly-
arising middle classes who
demanded democratic reform, and
the students who fought his, troops
in the streets.
t The mayfly of moderation.
For nervous allies, both revolutions
produced the brief and unreal hope
that there had not really been a
revolution at all. In the intefegnum
between the overthrow of the
monarchy and the-accession of the
revolutionary leadershop there was
an attempt to form a western-style
constitutional democracy. In Iran,
its leader was Prime Minister
Bakhtiar, in Russia, President
Kerensky. Kerensky managed to
last several months. Bakhtiar not
even one.
t The revolutionary leader-in-
exile. Lenin had to return to Russia
by train in 1917. In 1979 the
Ayatollah flew to Teheran Airport
from Paris in a 707. The major
difference between these two is
that Khoumeini had £ major
following at home, while Lenin did
not. Their more significant
similarity is that both men. un-
derstood the logic of the
revolutionary process. Both
represented powerful ideologies,
knew their immediate ends, and
they knew they would not have .to
compromise.to achieve them.
And what of the future? We
know the consequences of the
Russian Revolution. All that
Marxist idealism could not stop
Russia from becoming a police
state. The new Soviet government
promptly repudiated all foreign
debts, costing the European
bourgeoisie millions. Finally,
Russia also pulled out of World
War One, leaving the allies and the
Kaiser to fight their battles.
The results of the Iranian
revolution will probably be much
the same. A fantastic market for
U.S.. multi-nations and U.S. arms
has gone down the drain. In ad-
dition, it appears that it was the
United States' long-term intention
to try to stabilize the Middle East
under a rough quadrangle formed
by a reconciled Israel and Egypt,
Saudi Arabia, and Iran—with Iran
actng as the military strongman of
the group. Those plans, too, can be
Scuttled.
And why did it happen? Why
was 'our boy' the Shah so
unpopular? All he did was to try to
modernize his countrrry, to bring
Iran into the twentieth century. If
not-for the revolution, the Iranians
might soon be gobbling Big Macs
and swigging Coca-Cola with the
rest of us. What's the matter with
those people anyway?
. What Americans and American
policymakers fail to realizg is that
developing societies do nofalways
share our notions of 'progress'.
What to us is modernization and
development for them may mean
cultural invasion and\ social
dislocation. Industrialization and
oil production may promote our
kind of prospertity, but they also
carry with, them new social tensions
and inequalities. •
But even though modernization
carries with it inevitable problems,
United States foreign policy has
specific contradictions of its own
that exaggerate these difficulties.
Our policy promotes social trans-
formation yet it attempts to do so
while maintaining the' political
status quo. And, of course, politics
can never be separated from
economic or social development.
And what of the Iranian.1!? What
is in store for them? Regrettably,
revolutions • have a poor ] track
record. The Iranian people have
gought with courage, and even
fanaticism. But, all too often those
swho have ridden the revolutionary
juggernaut wind up falling beneath
its tread.
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The Austin Art Center is
currently housing the Scholastic
Art Award exhibit. The show is
comprised of award-winning art-
work done by stu'dents, grades 7-12,
who attend, school in the state of
Connecticut. This contest, whose
regional sponsor is the Hartford
Courant, is part of a national
competition. The exhibit at Trinity
displays the work of the recipients
of state level awards. The pieces
which, have earned blue ribbons
and Special Regional Prizes, such
as the Hallmark and Kodak
Awards, will be entered in an
exhibit in New York City to be
judged on the national level.
There is a plethora of work to
examine from a wide range of
artistic categories; the spectrum of
quality is -equally as wide. I have
singled out certain pieces which I
found to be quite- good and quite
interesting.
Audrey Smith (Windham H.S.)
has done a fine job on her work of
sculpture. The artist of this abstract
form has molded contours of white,
sanded plaster around hollows of
empty space. The sculpture is
appealing to the eye yet the
character, of the work extends
beyond this quality of at-
tractiveness. The artist has handled
empty space in a curious and in-
teresting way. By wrapping the-
shapes of her sculpture around
areas of empty space the artist has •
allowed blank space to exist as an
integral part of her sculpture.
Instead of creating a solid mass of
sculpture which displaces a certain
area of empty space, the artist has
allowed that empty space to
penetrate into and become a part
of her sculptural entity.
Gregory Aubin (Henry James
Memorial Jr. H.S.) has handled the
scene of -a deserted playground
quite effectively in his drawing.
' The artist has depicted a crudely-
constructed scaffolding from which
hang swings made of automobile
tires. The absence of lively children
is forced upon the observer by the
artist depicting the swings in
positions of upward motion. This
aura of abandonment is intensified
further by the color tone of the
piece; the design is executed in
black and gradations of gray. The
artist has shaded a particular
object of representation with
certain tones of .color in order to
effectively evoke an~ atmosphere of
desertion and abandonment.
Beth Sopko (Daniel Hand H.S.)
received the Hallmark Award for a
very imaginative and innovative
ink drawing entitled 'Suburbia1.
The artist has depicted a typical,
suburban street scene in her work.
Sopko places the piece in the
category of the surreal by
displacing objects from other
contexts and placing them into her
street scene: a globe sits on top of a
lamp post, piano keys form the top
of a stone wall, a button-down shirt
serves as the surface of the paved
street.
Bill Healy (Conard H.S.) has
done a very interesting graphic
design entitled 'Panic in the
World1. The artist has depicted, in
a cartoon-like manner, the
distorted facial expression of a
male individual reacting to the
'Panic in the World'. The piece is
sophisticated due to this ex-
pressionistic quality of the artist's
reaction to an interpretation of his
surrounding reality.
There is a great amount of
talent displayed in this exhibit, yet
much of this talent is highly
controlled and restricted. In many
of the pieces the apparent em-
phasis is upon the act of copying
and recreating visual reality. This
act of recreating a realistic image
of an object is an important step in
the training of an artist, yet the
technical act of copying a realistic
object should be nurtured
simultaneously with the more
emotional and intellectual act of
interpreting and reacting to one's
surrounding reality. There are
several pieces, of which only a few
are mentioned in this duscussibn,
•which display a quality of
sophistication due to the artist's
reaction to and interpretation of
his or her visual reality.
Trinity Students enjoj the Scholastic Art Award Exhibit at the Austin
Arts Center. . • * photo by Mark Bonadies
Album Price Increase Foreseen
- by Eric Anderson .
Get ready to start paying more
for records in the near future,
because for the third time in as
many years, the price of an album
is going up. Specifically, the major
record companies have decided
that they need to add another dollar
to the list price of a record. This
makes $8.98 the new target figure.
The buck increase from $7.98
works out to be a 12.5% hike',~-
which is way over the 7% price t
increase limit suggested by' Presi-
dent Carter.
Now, only a selected few new
records have been given this higher
list price, but it's almost inevitable
that one will unfortunately see the
industry price increase within the
next six months. This higher list










companies who are not enjoying Miller and Paul McCartney, Elek-
the increased revenue >s ^oon, as, ^tra's,, sp^nd tiack record, of^Qint
not adversely effected sales of the
higher priced records now on the
market and as soon as they have
seen the reaction from the admini-
stration. Unfortunately the record
companies' blatant disregarding of
the suggested guidelines to help
check inflation has not hurt record
sales in the least. Sales have never
been higher for some of the artists
with the higher cost.
The new list price has gen-,
erated quite a range of selling
prices at the retail level-, from $4.66
up to $8.49. I highly suggest that
one not pay more than $5.50 for a
new single record L.P. By buying
new records on sale when they are
first released and plentiful one can
save a great deal.
If one had to point the finger at -
the record company for starting all
of this, CBS records would, most
definftely Jje the candidate. That
company owns the Columbia and
Epic labels, which when added
together have the most number of
new records selling at "the higher
price. They have raised the price of
all of their new LPs from their big
name stars, some of which include:
Billy Joel, Boston, Barbra Strei-
sand, Neil Diamond, Heart, San-
1 tana, Ted Nugget and Chicago.
Followers of CBS' avarice in-
clude: Warner Brother's latest
Steve Martin record, Capitol's
Greatest Hits records of Steve
'Ea^op^^lSCiswfefe'rEyery,
Which Way But Loose," RSO's
latest BeeGee's effort, "Spirits
have Flown," and Arista's
"Chords" by Synergy'.'
The record companies all
defend themselves with such say-
ings as: "Higher printing, pres-
sing, recording, and, royalty costs,
coupled with excessive demand
necessitate the higher price for the
top name acts." What is annoying
is the fact that they then take out
full page ads,in the leading trade
journals of the music industry to
boast about "their .best year in
history with respect to profits and
profit margins. Profits have never
been higher." I just wonder how
"much of an enormous profit is
enough? CBS' sales for last year
were over a half of a billion-
Phongram Records, the largest in
the industry, was bragging about
having passed, the one billion mark
back in November. The .record
industry has grown 'tremen-
dously, and will for many years to
come. Mick Ronson, one time
guitarist for David Bowie and Ian
Hunter, surely knew what he.was
talking about back in 1975 when he
made this statement in his song
"Play Don't Worry," "Don't you
know it's big business to'be a big
hit band? Your potential's enor-
mous, you've got'them eating right
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Yale Rep Presents Successful Chekhov
Chekov Freed From Parlor
by Paul Christensen
Making something that is good,
something that is important and
timeless is noY really so very dif-
ficult. The best works of art are
those which seem to be done in a
spirit of natural ease. It is the
exertion of too much energy in an
attempt to shape and direct and
edit and otherwise critically
controla work while it is being
born that causes awkwardness. A
pure innocent expression is always
good.
This is a major point of Anton
Chekhov's in his play The Seagull.
It is "a point that is given a good
deal of attention in the current
performance of this play at Yale
Repertory Theater. And it is an
instruction from the author that is,
for the most part, heeded.
The play happens in four acts.
The -first three are set in the
summer of the same year, a time of
innocence for several of the
chsracters. The fourth act is set a
few years Liter after the original
true visions have been con-
taminated. It is in the earlier period
that Yale Repertory's production
succeeds best. The tone is con-
stantly light. The crises of life are
always shown up as silly by some
very nice acting. Later in the play,
director Robert Brustein and his
company unfortunately take
Chekhov's melodramatic un-
derstructure to heart. Ironically,
the part of the play aimed at ex-
posing the failure of the characters
to either retain or refind their own
innocent, true, clear vision is the
-part of the play where the company,-
loses its clear vaioft. ^ , , r
The Seagull follows the
development of a young would-be
writer, Treplev, and of a young
would-be actress/Nina. In contrast
to them are Treplev's mother, an
established actress of melodramas,
and her friend Trigorin, a popular
and compulsive writer.
Treplev and Nina stage a naive
dream-like play of his at his
mother's estate. It is ridiculed.
Treplev. is so insecure that his
mother's rejection of his work
violently.changes his life.
Both life and theater are at-
tempts at making dreams manifest;
"An audience can learn from the
words of a play but it can discover
much more from an actor. Seeing
the way actors bring a world of the
imagination to life is the theater's
main source of inspiration.
Caris Corfman as Nina finds an
honest, breathless joy as • her
character performs for the. first
time. Michael Wager as,the writer
Trigorin and Norma Brustein as
Treplev's mother play characters
unaffected by their art without
falling into that trap themselves.
Robert Dean as Treplev is
somewhat disappointing. His own
discomfort on .stage cannot
produce the same clumsiness that
the character Treplev has from
being unsure whether or not he has
talent for anything. Dean works
very hard to create his character
and that is unfortuante. The
character exists; it has always
existed. It needs only to be found.
Chekhov found it and gave his
actors advice in the play to help
them find it.
Each character in The Seagull
wants to see his/ her own dreams
presented on stage. And it is the
same for the members of the
audience. When we see our own
dreams we cheer. And we also
cheer when we see a dream so
nicely presented that we could
•RS'ty ̂ a 8 i ^ l"J ) l pSt"We- Qfc out
Jpwjn. )For ,th,i$, j*e»san-', Katherine
Clarke as the young girl Masha
received a well-deserved ovation in
the third act. This character is in
terror of doing something, any-
thing, that will ruin her life. Her
body is a disaster: it won't respond
to any such goals as poise. Clarke
happily finds the silliness and love
necessary for the character.
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Also deserving mention is
Addison Powell as Dr. Dorn. His
comfort in his character was easy
to watch. Perhaps this can be said
of the cast in general. One feels
they belong right where they are,
on stage in this play.
During the first three acts the
different realities and the different
dreams of the characters are
presented as comic soap opera.
The production avoids the deadly
pall of realistic parlor tragedy that
has tended to wreak havoc on
Chekhov's plays in the past.
The fourth act does something
which the others do not. Up to this
time the acting has gone beyond
the mere words and property
treated them as only the things
which people say. There is more to
any reality than people's speech,
important as that may be. By
playing too close to the written text
late in the play, the company
drowns in the melodrama that
Chekhov is trying to reveal as
ridiculous.
There are other flaws in the
production, such as the heavy-
handed imposition of an Oedipus
complex. However, YRT deserves
praise for having freed Chekhov
from the prison of the parlor and
presenting sights, sounds, and
actions which have far more to do
with the text than a sociologically
accurate recreation of a tuni-of-
the-century Russian interior.
Robert Dean as Traplev and Carls Corfman as Nina In YRT production
of THE SEAGULL
Abortion Opinions Aired
cont. from p. 4
, should be .shown . photographs of
what she is aborting. "Women may
or have lived to regret it".
)' One woman said that these bills-
are encouraging teenagers to have
sex. She feels that when one argues,
that abortion is the right to choose,
it is like saying "I would not
enslave a black, but you have the
right to do> so". Patricia Brewer>
Dr. of Philosophy and Anthro-
pology said that a teenager should"
not have the "power to have the
unborn child destroyed in her
womb."
. . Carolyn Gabel, head of
Rational Abortion Rights Action
League (NARAL) said that • she
believes these bills are part of the
continuing attack on a women's
rights. She commented that the
post-abortion depression that many
pro-lifers say in one of the many
consequences of abortion is only
: temporary. The permanent effect is
genuine "relief".
Also, she pointed out that many
minors unable to get parental
consent would seek back alley,
illegal abortions. Thus she feels
that the consequences of denying
abortions to' minors would
' definitely outweight the danger of
the abortion procedure.
The Head of the Planned
Parenthood League of Connecticut
stated that quality health care
services are now being given at
reasonable costs.
Her opinion was followed by a
speech by Ann Taylor, speaking on
behalf of the Board of Directors of
the YWC A. Ms. Taylor 3aid that
these bills "ignore the realities of















y On February 26, you'll
experience, probably for the first time,
a Solar Eclipse.
U ! A A * * Unless you live in the Great
J 5 C C 1 V Northwest, the eclipse you see will
be partial, obscuring all but a thin crescent of the sun.
As the moon slips silently between earth and sun,
everything darkens, and the sky turns a deep, rich
shade of blue.
Souiid interesting? It will be. A
solar blackout, even partial, is one of
nature's most spectacular events.
So pick up a sky watching com-
panion and celebrate the day with the
mountains of refreshing Busch Beer, a
natural wonder all its own.
IMPORTANT: Solar rays can be harmful to the eyes if viewed improperly. Call your local
planetarium' for suggestions. And ask for the exact time of the eclipse as well.
Head for the mountains. Busch
T " _ ^ n . " • — » * - - -** . " • •
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Announcements
Sabbath Service
Hillel will hold a Sabbath
Service on Friday, Feb. 23, at
7:00p.m. The service will be led by
Professor Fader at the Hillel
House, 30 Crescent Street.
Study Abroad
Meetings will be "held on>
Wednesday, February 21, to discuss
study in the following countries:
Austria, Germany, Wed. Feb.
21, 7:30p.m., Faculty Club;
France, Wed., Feb. 21,
8:00p.m., Hamlin Hall.,
Students who have studied in
these countries will be available to
talk with those interested in study
in these countries,
Barbieri Center
Applications to participate in
the Fall 1979. program of the
Barbieri Center/ Rome Campus
are available in the Office of
Educational Services (Dean
Winslow). Please apply as soon as
possible, but no later than Wed-
nesday, February 28.
Washington Semester
Next fall, Washington Semester
Programs in the following areas
will be offered by the American
University: National <Government
and Politics, Urban Semester,
Foreign Policy Semester, Justice
Semester, Economic Policy
Semester, and American Studies
Semester, Applications to par-
ticipate are available from Dean
Winslow (Office of Educational
Services), and the deadlnne to
submit your application at Trinity
is Friday, March 9,1979. Please see
further information on v the
programs that is available in the




Information on summer study
programs is available from Mrs.
Shirley in the Office of Educational
Services. Also available soon will
be a publication of the Institute of
International Education—
"Summer Study Abroad." This
publication lists hundreds of
programs throughout the world.
Students should-check with Dean
Winslow on the acceptability of
credit for any specific program.
Self-defense
Self-defense is taking control of
your own safety. The Women's
Center is offering a course in self-
defense Tursday evenings ai
7:00p.m. beginning February 22,
1979. The class will be held in the
wrestling room in . the Ferris
Athletic Center. Sign up in the
Women's Center and learn how to
live more independently, con-
fidently and freely.
East-Anglia
' Students interested in this
exchange with a British university
for the 1979-80»academic year or for
the Spring of 1980 are reminded to
read (he information in the maroon
binder in the Office of Educational
Services and to obtain a copy of the
procedure sheet ' for applying.
Applications must be submitted by
March 1,1979, even if the applicant
is interested in participating during
Spring 1980 only. Interested ap-
plicants might also wish to speak to
a UEA student here on exchange
this year, Adrian Higgs, or Trinity
students who were at UEA last
year: Lynn Butterfield, Deborah
Cushman, Cindy Flanagan, Lynn-
Kennedy. At least 4 or 5 places at
UEA will be available for 1979-
1980.
Hillel Film
Hillel will sponsor the film,
"Mirele Efros" on Monday,
February 26, at 7:30p.m. in
McCook Auditorium. The -• is
set in Grodno at the turn o. »e
century and shatters many
stereotypes of East-Euroepan Jews.
Admission is free and all are
welcome to attend.
Robin Tyler
The Women's Center will be
sponsoring Robin Tyler, a feminist
commedienne - l ec tu re r on
February 26 at 7p.m. in the
Washington Room. For more
information, please' call Elizabeth
McCue in the Alumni Office.
Photographers
Anyone wishing to take
pictures for the Tripod is welcome
to attend a meeting tonight at
7:30p.m. in the Tripod office. If
you can't be there, contact Mark
Bonadies, Box ft 273.
Tennis Meeting
There will be a meeting of all
persons interested in trying out for
the Men's I.V. & Varsity Tennis
Teams on Wednesday evening,
Feb. 21 at 8;30p.m. The meeting
will be held in the Tansill Sports
Room at Ferris Athletic Center.
Summer In Rome
The Summer Program of the
Barbieri Center/ Rome Campus
will run from June 15 to July 25,
1979 and will offer courses treating
different aspects of cicilization in
Italy from Etruscan times to the
present. The cost if $995, which
includes tuition, room, and board.
All inquiries should be addressed
•to Prof. James R. Bradley, c/ o
Barbieri Center/ Rome Campus,
Trinity College, Hartford, CT
06106.
Yoga Classes
Yoga instruction , is being
offered this term by Connie
Kreemer of the Dance Depart-
ment. Classes will be held on
Tuesday mornings at 9 in Seabury
49. Please contact Box 1573 if
interested in joining the class.
CCO Events
, Tuesday, February 20, 1979,
4:00p.m., Wean Lounge—A
representative from Goodyear Tire
and Rubber will talk about career
opportunities with the company.
Required of seniors planning to
interview. All others invited to
attend,
Thursday, February 22, 1979,
4:30p.m., Wean Lunge—Careers in
Social Service. Featured panelists
will be: Peter Feinman '77, Bill
Hodgson '66, Kathy Maye '78, and
Thelma Waterman '74.





panelists will be: Goerge and June
Higgins, Japk and Jean Waggett,
Susan Bennett and John Rosen-
berg,
Friday, February 23, 1979,
4:00p.m., Wean LLounge—
Careers In Upper Level Financial
Management. A panel featuring:
Mr. Tom Johnson '62, Vice
President Chemical Bank; Mr. Jim
Tozer '63, Vice President
Shearson, Hayden, and Stone, Inc.;
Mr. Tim Lenjchek '63, Vice
President, The Boston Company.
Math Meeting
The Department of
Mathematics will hold a meeting
for all those interested, to discuss
next year's course offerings. The
meeiing will be at 3:45p,m.
Wednesday, February 28 in Room
303, McCook Math-Physics
Center. Refreshments will be
served t 3:30. ,
Logo Contest
The Trintty Women's Center is
having a logo contest. A $40.00
prize will be awarded for the
winning design. Please bring en-
tries to the Women's Center
between the hours of 2-5p.m. or 7-
10p.m., Monday through Friday.
History Majors
Professor Painter, Chairman of
the History Department, will meet
with all sophomores interested in
the history major on Thursday,
February 22 at 4:15 p.m. in Alumni
Lounge ol Mather Hall.
U.S. Navy Officer Program
The US Navy Officer Programs Team will be on campus performing job interviews for various
officer opportunities within the Navy. Programs that have openings at present are:
• Aviation
• Nurse
• D o c t o r .••'•••





• •Civi l engineering
•Marine engineering









There are various benefits and opportunities available as an officer, with the number one being increased
resposibility and management skill. Other benefits include:
•Advanced education and training
• 30 days paid vacation per year
•Moving expenses provided
• Starting salaries of $12,000 and up
• $20,000 and up within 4 years
• Free medical and dental care
On Campus at the Placement Office
Monday, February 26,1979
i Sign up for interviews in advance, transcripts and resumes required.
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More Sports
r BANTAM SPORTS ARENA 1
Tennis Anyone?
There will be a meeting for all men interested
in playing intercollegiate Tennis this Spring, on
Wednesday evening, Feb. 21, at 8:30p.m. in the
Tansill Room of the Ferris Athletic Center. If you
are unable to attend, contact Coach George
Sutherland, Ext. 436, FAC.
Women's JV Squash
The JV Squash women were defeated by
Brown this past week in a well-played but
disappointing 1-4 bout. The Trinity women were
unable to take control. The day's outstanding
performance came from Eilleen Kern, who came
from being down 1-2 to beat her opponent 5-2.
The JV squad faces both Milbrook School and
Williams this week. Both matches are at Trinity.
Millspaugh Runs
Jane Millspaugh of the Athletic Department
entered an outdoor race_sponsored by the AAU
and the Hamden Elks Club. She finished second
among all women participating in the- 4'/J mile
event. :
Men's JV Squash
The Trinity JV Squash Team won 3 of 4
matches this week to raise its record to 7-5. Led
by the efforts of Van Dillon Rick Gelin, and Ross
Goldberg, the Bantams defeated Kent 5-4, Conn.
College 8-1, and Taft 5-4, while losing to
Williams 5-4 on Wednesday. This week the JV's
are away at M.I.T. on Feb. 20.
Varsity Wrestling
Trinity's Varsity Wrestling Team closed out a
disappointing 1-12 -season with a 65-6 loss to
Plymouth State. Trinity's only points came when
Plymouth forfeited the 167 lb. division. John
O'Brien, David Brooks, and Glenn McLellan
wrestled well in losing efforts for the Bantams.
In the JV New England Wrestling Tourna-
ment held in Trinity's Ferris Athletic Center this
past Sunday, freshman Glenn McLellan took a
third place in the unlimited weight division,
while Peter Smith took fourth place in"the 167 lb.
-weight division. Next week Bantam Co-Captains
David-Brooks and John O'Brien will wrestle in
the New England Championships, to be held at
Mass Maritime.
Palladino In Judo Tourney
Carmen Palladino of Trinity's Athletic
Department participated in the Connecticut AAU
Judo Championships, held at the Da'rien, CT
YMCA on Sunday. He lost in his weight Division,
but finished fourth in the open competition.
This Week In Trinity Sports
The following athletic events are HOME this
week: Both Men's and Women's Swimming vs.
Tufts, Tuesday, 7p-m. Women's Swimming vs.
Mt. Holyoke, Thursday,' 7p.m. Women's Varsity
Basketball vsi Williams, Wednesday! '4:00.
Varsity and JV Women's Squash vs. Williams,
Wednesday, 4:00. Varsity Hockey vs. Lehigh,
Friday-, 3:30,, and vs. Hobart, .Saturday, 7p.m,
Also two very special contests away: Varsity
Hockey at Wesleyan, Wednesday, 7:30p.m.
Men's Varsity Basketball at UHart^-Saturday,
7:30o.m.
Men's Varsity Basketball
7-13 After 1-2 Week
Trinity Falls To Wesleyan, Brandeis
by Nick Noble
The week began for the Men's
Varsity Bantams in a disappointing
fashion.. They came put on the
floor last Tuesday evening clap-
ping, shouting, psyched to do battle
with the Wesleyan Cardinals.
When the smoke had cleared at the
"end of the night, Trinity was ten
points down, on the short end of a
5747 score.
It was a slow, deliberate game,
bwt with none of the finesse that
Tnade the Coast Guard contest so
exciting. It is games like this one
that make the idea of a shot clock
for Men's BasketbalTso tempting.
The game began fairly close, a
see-saw affair, and it looked as if
Trinity had a chance in this one.
Co-Captain Dave' Whalen was
fouled on a lay-up attempt, sunk
one of two from the line, and
seconds later grabbed a Wesleyan
rebound and shuffled the ball to
• Co-Captain Willie Rosshitt for the
• ' easy lay-up and score.
But for the most part the
Bantam shooters were cold. Only
Roger Coutu, whose loud and
frentiq style of play can dominate a
game, was hot on the chilly night,
with 15 points. Carl Rapp had ten,
arid nabbed eleven rebounds'to
lead the hard-luck Bantams.'
Two days later the Judges of
Brandeis came to town, and shortly
thereafter departed, the verdict 71-
66 in their favor.
This one too began slowly. A
strong, patient Trinity defense
seemed set and determined not to
give the Judges many scoring
opportunities. But the Bantam
firepower wasn't cooking.
While Robert Craft and Carl
Rapp were dynamite under the
boards, their shooting • was
somewhat erratic. Coutu looked
tired, his back giving him trouble.
At the half Brandeis led 38-30.
The second half began with
Brandeis going up 47-33, shattering
Trinity's defensive efforts. But
there was a brief moment of
delight, as the Bantams reeled off
three fast baskets, including a nice
breakaway by Woody Baird. Then
a Craft steal and a rapid-fire pass to
Coutu under the boards saw the
Canton Kid fouled as he made the
hoop. The pretty three point play|:;
closed Trinity within seven, 42-49. •:
Despite strong efforts by Rapp, |;
Craft, and Angel Martinez, thejj.
Bantams still trailed 51-44 with ten :|
minutes to play, as Brandeis got hot •:•
once again. ' •$
As if on cue, Coutu woke up •:•:
and started to make good his shots. •:•:
He brought it within five, but a foul $;
Matthew Shlnkman shoots from under the basket between halves of
a recent Bantam homestand. The son of Trinity's Director of Career
Counseling, it seems young Matthew has his athletic career well hi
hand. photo by Amy Polayes
on him, and the Trinity .-l;:;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.-..̂ ^





the game and caused a stir with a
couple of good shots, and Willie
Rosshirt kept Trinity hopes alive
with a nice hoop. But the refs held
Trinity in contempt more often
than they did the Judges. Fumble-
itis began to plague the Trinity
team, and despite the offensive
efforts of Coutu, Rapp, and
Rosshirt, things looked bleak as the
clock would down. The final was
71-66, Brandeis.
Rapp had 20 points, Coutu 17,
and Rosshirt 11. Brandeis proved
that balance wins the day, as they
had four of their starting five in
double figures.
Craft, Coutu, Rapp, And Rosshirt
Power Bantams Over Queens 90-72
by Anthony FbchettI
In what was the team's best
performance to date, the Men's
Varsity Basketball Team disposed
of Queens College by a 90-72
margin Saturday evening at the
losers' gym. The victory ' was
achieved through a total team"
effort, with balanced scoring and
tight defense the orders of the day.
Things started out pretty
•, evenly, until forward Robert Craft
:began to assert himself. Craft
enjoyed his finest game as a
Bantam, scoring.,a game-high 21
points while scouring the boards
with 16 rebounds. The.forward had
off the offensive boards while also
grabbing defensive rebounds and
clearing the ball.
Behind Craft, the Bantams
edged away from their quicker but
less-disciplined opponents, taking a
24-18,- lead midway through the
opening half. The teams traded
baskets for the remainder of the
half, as the Bantams went into the
locker room with a 43-35 halftime
advantage.
The rest of the cast of Trinity
players emerged in the opening
minutes of the second half, as Carl
Rapp, Roger Coutu, and Willie
10
a super inside game, scoring points Rosshirt got into the scoring act,
helping the Bantams reel off
unanswered points to take a
commanding 17 "point lead.
The Knights responded with
eight straight of their own, trim-
ming the lead to nine points, but
Coutu hit a spinning jumper to set
matters aright once again, as Trin
pulled away, en route to its seventh
win.
Coutu finished up with 20
points, playing his usual steady
game, followed by Rapp, who
clogged the middle while tallying
19, and Rosshirt, who scored 16
while acting as a steadying influ-
ence bringing the ball upcoUrt. •
by Anthony Fischetti
It was a thoroughly satisfying
week for the JV basektball team, as
the- squad took two of three in
improving its record to 6-8, with a
chance to finish at the .500 level.
Both wins were upset victories,
as the jayvees hustled their way
into the win column over teams
with more talent The week did not
start well, though, as the Bants
took the floor against Wesleyan
Tuesday night and were propelled
from Ferris by an 83-53 disparity.
The loss was particularly
puzzling, since Trin was beaten by
Wesleyan by only 3 points on the
Cards' home court earlier in the
season, and were looking forward
to getting revenge here. The game
was no contest from the start, as
the visitors jumped out to a 21 point
lead in the first half, and were
never threatened. Tonly Pace led
Trinity with 14 points in the losing
effort.
The story was much different
Thursday night, however, as the
jayvees pulled together and
defeated a talented Wilbraham-
Monson team, 71-67. It was a total
team effort, as point guard Ike
Suggs directed the attack, while
Dave Smith and Scott Taylor were
strong inside, and Dave Crosby and
Pace1 hit their outside shots. Behind
Angel Martinez' bombs, the Sa'nts
raced out to; a five point lead, ,ahd
went into the intermission with a
37-32 lead. -
The second half saw Trinity
play some of its best basketball of'
the season, as it opened a 12' point
lead with 10 • minute's left.
Wilbraham would riot ' folil,
however, and it took some clutch
foul shooting down the stretch by
Martinez to seal the win.
The script held true aganst
Queens, as the Bantams passed the
ball., around ' the. perimeter
patiently, did not force shots, and
played team defenseen route to'70-
65' win.
Smith was the'big gun with 22
pointsi followed by Martinez with.
19, and John Shirley, who added 11.
The patience game payed off, as
Queens went into a zone, and1 was
killed by Trin's hot. outside
shooting, as the Bantams grabbed a
12 point lead. A 6 minute Trinity
drought allowed the Knights' tb tie
the score with 5 minutes left in the
half, but the Bantams rebounded to
take a 37-30 halftime lead.
The Knights quickly caught UP
in the final half, as they came down
to the wire. With 1:01. left-and the
score tied, Shirley sank both ends
of a one and one and repeated the
act seconds later to put the' Ban-
tams "in the driver's seat.
* - . , , . "«*•- S. r - r l - * - i msmtm
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Hockey Routs Ramapo, Clark; Falls To UConn
by Nancy Lucas
George Brickley scored 9 goals
this week, one of them the 100th of
his Trinity career, as the Bantams
handily defeated Clark and
Ramapo and fell victim to the Div.
U UConn Huskie's. outdoor rink
and third period drive in a 24 week.
Monday's 11-2 victory over
Clark was a goal-scoring party to
which everyone was invited. Peter
Duncan scored his first of the
season, and Tom Chase, Sam Gray,
and Karl Nelson tallied long-
awaited follow ups. Regular goal-a-
gamers Clint Brown, Tom Keenan
and Bob Plumb also added to
Clark's embarrassment, and
George Brickley and new scoring
star David Roman" added 2 apiece.
William Bullard and Joe Upton
helped out in the assist department',
snagging 2'and 3 respectively. Trin
was outshot, 45-30, , but Ted
Walkowicz came up with an im-
pressive 43 saves to lower his goals-
against average.
On Wednesday, fans and
players suffered through three
hours of sub-zero temperatures at
UConn. They watched the Ban-
tams let up in the third period and
give in to 4 Husky scoring thrusts,
ending up on the losing end of a 6-5
soore.
Factors contributing to the loss
were many. The cold, for one, had
adverse effects on everyone, as
UConn's outdoor rink is not
conducive to a players warmth and
well-being. Brickley, for example,
came out of the game with
frostbitten toes.
Secondly, the officiating left
much to be desired. In a situation
where a team is already a man
down, most officials would refrain
from calling a second penalty on
the same team unless it was a
blatant infraction. Twice, Trinity'
was the; victim of such an un-
necessary call.
Third and most .important was a
igeneral defensive collapse. The
first two periods, in which the
Bantams carried a three goal lead,
were highlighted by strong play by
forwards, defensemen, and
especially goalie Walkowicz.
Somehow, in those last ten
minutes, UConn scored four goals,
two of .them on power plays.
Previous to that, the penalty-killing
team, sparked by Peter Lawson-
Johnston, had been doing an ad-
mirable job, despite being without
the services of the injured Clint
Brown.
George Brickley's 100th career
goal was the bright spot in the loss.
It came early in the first period,
sandwiched between his 99th and
101st. Brickley tallied the hat trick
in the first five,minutes. Bob Plumb
also added one on a power play to
put Trin up 4-1. .
In the second, Brickley tallied
again. Wacko kept the Bantams







Denise Jones came within thirty-six one-hundredths of one second of being the New England
Women's Champion in the 50 yar'd Breast-stroke event. That's not just Division III or College
Division, that's any and all Divisions.
It was an amazing race. Callie Talfe of Holy Cross, the eventual victor, has been Jones' c ily real
rival since the 1976-77 season, when they both were freshrrienl Taffe- is the only swimmer to
consistently do well against Jones in the Breast-stroke events, where Jones holds the Trinity records.
Jones led for virtually all of the 50 yards, and it was a photo finish, all three swimmers seemingly tied
for the championship.'
The Coaches from Bowdoin, Clark, and Central Connecticut State all congratulated Coach
McPhee. They though Jones had won. It was the electronic touch-pads that spelled the difference.
Hundredths of a single second, an invisible fraction, yet the margin that decided win, place, or show
in the Championship event.
"As far as we're concerned, she won," insisted Trinity Co-Captain Joy Tomlinson later that night.
"It feels so good, to have been able to swim like that," Jones commented. "It was the race I
wanted to race. I proved to myself I can do it. Now I know I can do it- again. It was a fantastic
• experience." •
Denise Jones has often been.a catalyst in the growth of the Women's Swimming program at
Trinity. Her tenacity, determination, and competitive spirit have often been influential, "both in her
success and in the success of the program; Her 33 second showing in the.New Englands (33.0007 to be
precise) is a new Trinity record. Denise Jones, from tiny Trinity College is the third finest
Breast-stroker in New England by a fraction of a single second. It is unfortunat&that, although she has
qualified, the Nationals are only a dream for her. Still, she has another year, and things may change. '
Last Saturday she proved to all doubters that a. swimming program from as small an institution as
Trinity can be competitive with Championship cafibre athletes in New England. And the best may be
yet to come1. •
* . . . # . • - , . . • • • . * - . - . *
The air was cold (-5 degrees by one report)
. but George Brickley's stick was hot last
Wednesday evening at UConn's outdoor rink.
Trinity's all-time leading scorer notched his
hundredth career goal barely three minutes into
the contest. He sped towards the UConn cage,
deftly cradling the puck to either side of his stick,
and placed the ebony disc just past the Husky
netminder's sliding skate, appropriately un-
* assisted.
Brickley's 105 career goals put him in twelfth
place on the All-Time list of New England
College Division Hockey goal-scorers.
Congratulations are due to the Men's Varsity
Squash Team, who upset Williams, the Nation's
top-ranked smalt college squad, 5-4. Now the
Bantams can lay claim to that title. John
Burchenal's clutch 3-1 win which sealed the
triumph for Trinity should hopefully set the tone
for the Bantams performances in the Nationals.
Finally, the young Men's Varsity Basketball
Tearalived up to their potential and came through
with an exciting and important win last Saturday
night, as they upset. Queen's College (a strong
offensive team averaging 84 points per game)
>. with a 90-72 score.
Head Coach John Dunham talks with George
Brickley between periods at UConn.
ahead in that period, making 16 of
his 39 game saves. Tom Keenan
also played a strong game, picking
up three assists in the process.
On Saturday, the Ramapo
Roadrunners were quaffed in their
attempts at role-reversal" as the
Bants handed them a 104 beating.
The Roadrunners were successful
in their stifling of Bob Plumb,
however, as they double-teamed
the frustrated JBantatn o n e v e r v
shift. Despite the coverage, Plumb
did manage to, accumulate four
assists on the evening.
They couldn't stop George
Brickley, though, as he ,came
-through'"with 3 goals and three
assists. Nor could they control
Plumb's powerful linemate David-
Roman, game high scorer with two
goals and 5 assists.
Rick Margenot's hard work
paid off in a first period goal, a
right-on slapper from the left
circle. Dana Barnard snagged his
fourth of the season from the left
point. And Joe Upton added one
more to his fast-growing goal total.
Defenseman Ted Alm'y, stationed
(to everyone's amazement) right in
the Ramapo crease, tipped in a
David Roman shot. Yet, the
prettiest goal of the night was Tom
Keenan's, as he took an on-target
Brickley pass from across the
goalmouth and stuffed it behind
the beleaguered Roadrunner
goalie. The surprising Peter
Duncan, while playing a solid
defensive game with partner Almy,
also added two assists.
It was an easy night fot the Trin
goalies as they had to face only 18
shots in this penalty-ridden (23
minor penalties) contest.
The 134 Bantams. (12-2 in Div.
Ill) close their regular season next
week as they travel to Wesleyan on
Wednesday, and meet Lehigh and
Hobart on Friday and Saturday at
HOME.
Women's HoopNow 8-3
Trin Walloped By Westfield
by Nick Noble
It was a long, cold ride Trinity's
Women Hoopsters took earlier this
Open Period, just to fall to the
Wildebeests of Westfield State 58-
46. The loss was only the third this
year for the Bantams, and it
featured some interesting
occurrences.
At the outset it was close. The
balance 6/ power see-sawed back
and forth. Trinity .was never in the
lead, but they went behind by two
with every Westfield basket and
tied it up with every Bantam
bucket. With two minutes left in
the first stanza Sue Levin's shot put
Trinity on top for the first time in
the contest, 21-20.
Then all hell broke loose. In the
two minutes they had before the
halftime buzzer! the Westfield
Warriors tallied three-quick hoops,
and led at the intermission 26-21.
In the second half countless
Trinity turnovers gave Westfield
numerous scoring opportunities.
They made them count, too, as
their shooting percentage was an
incredible 8H% in the second
stanza. They had a 12 point lead
with two minutes to p\ay, and that
proved to be the margin of
Westfield'i victory and TritiH&e
. defeat. , .. ,. , . •. -,
For the Bantams a hustling
Minnie Mahoney was a breath of
fresh air on the bleak evening,
Cindy Higgins lost her contact lens
mid-way through half one. She
played the second half-blind, and
still managed ten points and ten
rebounds. She had 12 markers on
the night. Sue Levin led the
frustrated Bantams with 13 points.
Bantams Best Bates 71-57
by Kate Meyers
Eight is enough: enough
victories to insure the Trinity
Women's Varsity Basketball Team
of their most successful season
ever, This mark was ~'set on
Saturday afternoon, When; the
Bantams tamed the Bates Bobcats
71-57.
Co-Captain Sue Levin set the
offense in motion with smooth
passing to Co-Captain Cindy
Higgins (who was left unmolested
under the hoop), to Kathy
Crawford (in the corner), to Kathy
Schlein (on the left side). Both
Kathys put on a dynamic display of
nothing4iut-nylon shooting.
The Trinity press gave Bates a
hard time as the Bobcats tried to.
get the ball down the court. Schlein
set the pace by stealing the ball and
trying to take it up for two. She was
fouled, so she proceeded to drop
the two in from the line. Next ̂ to
come up with the ball was Minnie•
Mahoney, who imediately put it
back up for another two. Finally,
the fast hands of Crawford in-
tercepted a long fly ball and fe . it
back to. Higgins, who Scored v, ith
east.
The fast break was another
weapon well utilized by the
Bantams. Time after time the
hustling Schlein would beat
everyone downcourt and drop in an
easy lay-up. Trinity led 43-32 at the
half, and continued to pile on the
points.
The Bantam defense was
successful in keeping Bates away
from the basket, but they had
trouble subduing Bobcat guard
Shirley Averill, who's silky shots
connected for. a game4iigh 25
markers, x
Higgins, Crawford, and Schlein
were a triple threat with 18 points
apiece. Crawford and Higgins did a
job on the rebounding, along: with
Lu MDiMaria, Trinity is now 8-3,
and they take on Williams at home
on Wednesday. , -,
Men fc Swimming Now 4-3
cont. from p. 12 - '
The final climactic battle of the
year will take place in eight days
when Trin participates in the New
Englands. Trin has prepared
, themselves diligently by resuming
double sessions during the Open
Period, swimming 11,000 yards (5
miles) a day. It is expected that
several school records will be
eqlipsed, as well as a plethora of
personal best times. Trin's 800 Free
Relay quartet is looking to destroy
the school record of 7130.4 and
possibly finish in the top 10 near the
National Qualifying mark. In
addition, the 400 free relay quartet
is looking to break the magic 3:20
mark so as to eclipse a 12 year old
school mark.
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Women's Swimming At
Dynamite Denise Sets Record
New Englands
In Photo Finish
Denise Jones in New England action.
photo by Arny Polayes
Men's Squash Upsets
Top Ranked Williams I
by Nick Noble
It could have been a disap-
pointing week for Trinity's
Women's Varsity Swim Team. Joy
Tomlinson, Lanier Drew, Denise
Jones, Anne Montgomery, Tori
Aronow, Janet Rathbun, and Tini
Peiser all travelled north to sunny
Springfield College to participate
in the New England Intercollegiate
Women's Swimming Cham-
pionships.
Friday was the rough day.
Freshman Janet Rathbun per-
formed well in the diving com-
petition, ,but not well enough to
make the qualifying cut. And that
"was Chefs Chicks' story for the
rest of the day. Only Denise Jones,
who placed 14th in the 100 yard
Breast-stroke event, had any kind
of success at all.
by Peter Bennett
The Trinity Men's Varsity
Squash Team edged Williams 5-4
on Wednesday in their most ex-
citing contest of the season. With
the victory the Bantams lay claim'
to the position held by Williams
before the match: the number one
ranked small college team in the
nation.
The match was a struggle from
the beginning, as Williams won
four of the first six matches played.-
Trinity's first two victories were by
Captain Andy Storch, who has
been playing very well since his
return to action, and Rob Dudley,
the number three player. Down 4-2,
the character of this Bantam squad
surfaced as Scott Friedman, down
2-1 to his Williams adversary,
battled back to win in f iv games.
Jamie Webb struggled back in
similar fashion with a victory in the
fifth game to tie the match at four
apiece. The outcome of the match
rested on the shoulders of John
Burchenal. In a thrilling clutch
performance, Burchenal defeated
his opponent in four games, the
deciding one by the score of1541, to
give Trinity its tenth victory in
thirteen matches.
On Saturday the Bantams
opposed Navy, ranked in the top
five nationally for big schools, and
5-4 victors over Yale earlier in the
season. The Bantams performed
admirably, as they lost 6-3 to this
tough Navy crew. Chris Morphy,
Rob Dudley, and Jamie Webb were
all victorious, with Rich Kermond
and John Burchenal,scrapping for
five games each before succumbing
to their respective opponents. The
Na.vy Coach told Scott Friedman
that Trinity is the only team his
squad has faced that can compare
with their conditioning. Peter
DeRose called the Trinity-Navy
match a "very tight contest, one
that could have gone either way,
reminiscent of the Williams match
earlier in the week." The Bants
certainly were competitive as they
went H against two of the best
squash contingents in the nation, in
what Scott Friedman termed was
the "best week of Trinity squash
this year." Trinity's upcoming
matches are away Feb. 20 vs.
M.I.T. at 7:00, and away at Army
on Feb. 27 at 4:00, as the Bantams
hope to bring their record to 12-4.
These are the last two matches
of the season, as Trinity will
compete in the Nationals held at
the University of Pennsylvania on
March 2-3. ,
Women's Varsity Squash
Squeaks By Brown 4-3
Open Period was a quiet week
for Trinity's Women's Squash
Team, Only one match was
scheduled for the racqueteers,- but
that does not imply that they were
able to relax. They went against
Brown University, and the Trinity
veterans had vivid memories of
losing two years ago on the Bruins'
home courts. They were deter-
mined not to let it happen again.
In probably the Trin Womens'
• most intense match this season, the
Bantams triumphed 4-3. Still, the
final outcome was not determined
until Marian DeWitt, demon-
strating that experience does
count, finally beat Adrian Morphy
in an extremely close and physical
five game contest.
Muffy Rogers and Mimi
Goolidge, despite the heat in the
courts, displayed their cool,
competitive natures and trium-
phed. Debbie Kunhardt too was
victorious,-but not quite as easily as
her teammates. "Comeback" has
been Kunhardt's style this season.
After two games she was down 0-2—
Showing her best concentration of
the season, she proceeded to take
command and win -the next three.
Joanna Pitochelli and Erica
Churgin played aggressively, but
were unable to pull their matches
out over the tough Bears that they
faced.
"Team effort and spirit is what
is winning 'for us this season,"
commented Coach Jane
Milispaugh after the match. The
players worked as hard in the
gallery supporting one another as
they did on the courts. "We've got
Yale and Williams left to play,"
remarked the Squash mentor, "but.
I'm confident. Everyone on the
team is working fheir hardest and
playing well. You can't lose with
that combination."
The women face Williams at
home this Wednesday at 4:00.
Then they travel to Smith on the
weekend for a Round Tobin
Tourney.
Saturday morning was pretty .
much the same for the Trinity
team. But again it was Denise
Jones, with a 33.66 in the 50 Breast,
who brought smiles back to
Bantam faces as she qualified for
the final heat.
And it was that final heat which
made up for all the heartbreak and
frustration of the over-long New
England competition. Swimming in
lane 6, the "gutter lane", Jones put
on a 50 yard Breaststroke display
that was definitely awesome. Her
competition in .lanes 3 and 4
(reserved for the qualifiers with the
best times) were perennial rival
Callie Taffe from Holy Cross, and
top-ranked U. Maine's star Breast-
stroker.
With an incredible surge Jones
was out in front at the start. In
lanes 3 and 4 her opponents caught
up with her, but at the turn once
again she led the pack. It was a
virtual tie at the finish, with several
spectators thinking Jones the
victor. But when the final times
(calculated by the electric touch
pads at the finish) were released,
Jones had finished third by thirty-
six one hundredths., of a second,
barely touched out.
Her finishing time of 0:33.007
seconds was her best time ever. As
Trinity swimming records are only
figured to two decimal -places,
Jones' 33 seconds flat will go down
on record as the new Trinity mark
for the 50 breast.
, Trinity scored 17 team points in
the Women's New Englands, all of
them garnered by'Denise Jones.
This week Chefs Chicks take on
Tufts, Mt. Holyoke, and Amherst.
Tonight at 7p.m. is Tufts, at home.
Brickley lights Up 100th
The red light behind the UConn cage glows brilliantly as George Brickley has just
scored his 100th career goal. TRIPOD photographer Kathy Crawford captured this
historic moment in sub-zero weather at UConn's outdoor rink last Wednesday
evening. [See story on p. 11.] , photo by k a t h y Crawford
Aqua-Men Thrash lona, Up Record To 4-3
The Trinity College Varsity
Swimming Team completed play
over the Open Period Week by
defeating the Gaels of lona College
69-42 to up. their record to 4-3.
Overall, the lona meet provided for
many of the Ducks a chance to
swim different events than the ones '
they were used to. At this juncture
of the season the team members
are now preparing themselves
physically and psychologically for
the New England Inter-Collegiate
Championships to be held March 1-
3 at Springfield College.
Coach Chet McPhee led the
legions of Trin into New Rochelle,
NY last Tuesday to engage the
Gaels of lona. Trinity marched to a
win in the first event, the 400 yard
Medley Relay, and never looked
back. The team of Mikie Elgunise,
Wild BUI Huffer, Fritz Eberle, and
Chipper McKeehan vaulted to a
win in a time of 4:19.8. Rich
Katzman recorded the first of his
two wins oh the day as he cruised
to an 11:23.4 in the 1000 free. On.the
day, Trin took 9 of 13 first places.
Rob Calgi took second in the 200
free and Trin had a 1541 lead.
Co-captains Kent Reilly and
Mike Hinton dueled it out in the 50
free as they finished 1-2 with Reilly
edging Hinton out by four hun-
dredths of a second. Fritz Eberle
took the 200 IM in 2:21.2 to build
Trin's lead' to 2846. lona swept
both Diving competitions as Dave
Gatenby was edged out twice.
With the meet score tied at 30
apiece, the Ducks closed out the
contest by sweeping the next three
events. Calgi stroked to his best
time of 2:26.9 to conquer the 200
Fly with McKeehan strutting to
second place. Katzman burned to
win in the 100 free with Joe Lenny
Adam completing the sweep.
Elgunise aiid.Reilly vanquished the
Gaels in the 200 Back to give Trin a
54-33 lead. Hinton' clinched the
contest with a second place hvthe
500 free to give Trin an in-
surmountable 57-39 lead.
Huffer huffed-and-puffed to a
win in the 200 Breast to record his
first Varsity win; John Chandler
who was feeling kind of blue, swam
unofficially, and recorded his
personal best time of 2:40.0. Trinity
concluded the meet on a winning
note as the 400 yd. Free Relay
quartet of Adam (55.7), Elgunise
(58.5), Calgi (53.9), and Reilly
(53.0) won by a comfortable 30
yards.
Trin has three remaining dual
meets left on the schedule: Tufts,
Amherst, and Clark. Of the three,'
Tufts and Amherst are very highly
talented^ whilst Clark is hurting.
This year's team has the fewest
members of any past Trin squad.
But what they lack in numbers they
more than make for up in en-
thusiasm, determination, and
dedication. In his future career as
mentor of the Men's Varsity Swim
Team; Coach Chet McPhee should
always be known as a winner, from
the1 phenomenal job he has done,
this season and hopefully in the
seasons to follow. A team that was
^predicted to go winless but con-
cludes their season at .500 with the
best record in over a decade has a
lot to look forward to. The man
who makes- them go, Coach
McPhee, should be recognized for
the miracles' he has worked, hi
molding a team that has gone 7-23
in the past three years into group of
winners.
coat, on p. 11
